
CAR LINK BOURNEMOUTH

Car Link are an independent family owned presge car dealer with years of experience. Their 
innovave, fresh approach to the motor trade has led to recent expansion into much larger
premises in Bournemouth.

Challenges

The company, who were already on a VOIP soluon, had adopted the latest technology. However,
they felt let down by the lack of service and account management structure. There was no acve 
involvement from the exisng supplier to help them get the most out of their technology. With the 
business growing and increased demand for their presge cars, the business sought to update their 
communicaon systems and wanted a provider with a more hands on approach and a true partner 
to help with the business’s communicaon.

With the business moving to new premises, Simplicity Group set about performing a survey of the With the business moving to new premises, Simplicity Group set about performing a survey of the 
site to see what connecvity was available and really understand some of the challenges. Car Link 
had these challenges centred around the fact they were never trained on the previous system 
so didn’t know how to make a change to call flows. Ge ng someone in the company to help 
them make the changes always seemed difficult with large wait mes making it a laborious task. 
With the new site also being a Service Centre and MOT Centre using exclusive MOT equipment 
Car Link needed the best Data Connecvity to run the site.
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“We are delighted to be working Audrey and the team at Car Link Bournemouth. When I met with 
Audrey via Video call, using guest access on our exisng Agility Anywhere soware, it was important 
to her that she was working with a company that took a more hands on approach to telephony with 
a track record in delivering quality soluons at an affordable price. 

We quickly set about analysing the current setup keeping in mind budget and challenges that Audrey 
was having and how simple and effecve communicaon would help solve. As a Gamma Planum 
partner we have the ability to deliver first in class telephony soluons to businesses of all sizes.partner we have the ability to deliver first in class telephony soluons to businesses of all sizes.
What really pleases us with this soluon is the underpinned GB Ethernet soluon allows Car Link 
Bournemouth to connue their growth with a soluon that’s truly scalable.” 

Jamie Marsh
Simplicity Group,
Sales Director Comments:

Business Growing Increased DemandCustomer Support



Audrey Fiorillo

Office Manager

Car Link,

“Simplicity Group’s service has been 
first class with a true hands on 
approach to customer service 

and account management, from and account management, from 
the start the team have been fully 
engaged in delivering the 
soluon which has outweighed our 
expectaons, aerall we were 
already on VOIP so were 
intrigued but it’s like we have only 
just moved to cloud with the just moved to cloud with the 
quality of the service and product 
delivered by the simplicity team. 
I would recommend Simplicity 
Group to any business that wants 
great service coupled with a great 
product. We had a seamless 
transfer to our new offices and we transfer to our new offices and we 
look forward to connuing to 
grow in our new premises and 
working with Simplicity Group for 
many years.”

CAR LINK BOURNEMOUTH

Simplicity Group quickly idenfied Ethernet running a 1GB Fibre Bearer with 200 M/B ulisaon 
as the underpinning soluon to run our Hosted Telephony Plaorm integrataing with Car Links IT 
and Data infrastructure. Installing a converged voice and data circuit enables us to ensure HD Call 
quality at all mes and voice priorisaon to ensure the best is class voice quality. It also
allows the site full network resilience via our partner Gammas award winning business Data 
network. Due to the nature of the site, we took the decision to install a Ubiqui secure MESH
soluon to ensure full data coverage across the large premises.soluon to ensure full data coverage across the large premises.

CarLink are running Yealink W52PDECT Soluions for site users needing versality. With the site
being a dynamic environment, users wanted the ability to take calls constantly on the go.

Key Features

During hours, Car Link record calls for training and monitoring purposes to ensure 
their customers connue to get first class support from their sales and service teams. 

Roung calls into the business is done via Simplicity’s VOIP soluon which is 
setup to seamlessly pass calls into the correct users.

With Simplicity Group ulising Gammas VOIP and Data plaorms, we are supplying Car Link with a 
truly first class integrated Telephony Soluon.

The business operates a 7 days a week opening hours, so we have used our 
scheduling facility to play key informaon to Car Link customers during out of hours 
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Simplicity Soluon

Chat to our team about how Simplicity Group Telecoms 
soluons can work for your business!
Contact us: +44(0) 2890 664 002 | info@simplicity.group


